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A case study series highlighting the crowd-financing journey of SMEs        

(small-to-medium enterprises) on MoolahSense
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Olive Green was established in 2005 in China and 2008 in Singapore to bring corn starch-based, eco-

friendly packaging and disposable products at competitive prices to the market. 

Currently, it is the market leader internationally in corn starch-based disposable products, supplying 

both large supermarket and small shops as well as acting as an OEM. 

Olive Green believes that it is able to meet the demands of today without having to compromise on the 

earth’s resources by staying dedicated to the true ideology of sustainability. 

Their consumer products are now stocked in the leading local supermarkets across Singapore: Fair Price, 

Redmart, Cold Storage, Mustafa, Mediya etc. 

 

A few of the eco-friendly products of Olive Green 

 

 

 

 

 

Olive Green was looking for a short-term financing of $130,000 to fulfill its sales order. The Company has 

taken on bigger festive orders (for Christmas and New Year) from their customers that collectively 

amount to about $430k. The customers that the Company deals with are mainly established and 

creditworthy ones, ranging from Marina Bay Sands, Singapore Airlines, to the big caterers in Singapore. 

This was the second campaign that Olive Green has launched on MoolahSense. In their first campaign, it 

did a 3-month $110,000 loan, and had successfully paid back to all the investors.  
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Olive Green took up a 3-month bullet business loan, which enabled the business to fulfill increased sales 

orders. For such type of campaign, a one-time, lump-sum repayment of the note amount and interest 

are due upon maturity date.  

Olive Green chose ‘first-come-first-served’ allocation mechanism on the platform as it needed the 

funding to fulfill urgently. Through this method, it managed to raise the money within 2 hours.  On its 

first campaign, Olive Green took over 12 days to raise $110,000. This was tremendous for them as the 

campaign occurred during the Christmas season and they needed the loan urgently.  

During the campaign period, Olive Green garnered huge interest from both its supporters and the public. 

It was featured in numerous newspapers and magazines, giving it free publicity. We shot campaign 

videos for them and shared it across several social media platforms to attract more eyeballs. In addition, 

we also organized an information session for them to meet up with potential investors and educate 

them about its business model and growth plans. 

 

The campaign was a resounding success, and Olive Green raised $130,000 in less than 2 hours. This was 

a new record for MoolahSense back then.  After the campaign has ended, the issuer received a boost in 

publicity. Olive Green campaign was covered in details on The Sunday Times on 17 January 2016. This 

article was widely shared across social media, helping to build digital footprint for Olive Green. 

 

 

Olive Green as featured on The Sunday Times, LIFE Features section 
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“SMEs like us have needs for short-term cash flow to take on large projects. Traditional loans 

are more conservative and processing can take a while, and may come with a lock-in period. In 

our case, we needed short-term loan before our project bears fruit. Moolahsense has 

supported us well and we are glad to be well received.” 

- ALOYSIUS CHEONG, CEO of Olive Green 

 

We hope that Olive Green’s success story serves as an inspiration and show you the multi-fold benefits 

of obtaining additional funds through crowd-financing on MoolahSense. Consecutively, we will be 

sharing more success stories with you. Remember to check them out!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Are you a business owner looking at expanding your products or inventory? 

Are you looking at alternative financing to fulfil your growth plans? 

GET FUNDED FASTER THAN BANKS.  
Email us now with your contact details, company name, financing requirements  

(purpose, amount and tenor) to business@moolahsense.com. 

mailto:business@moolahsense.com?subject=SME%20Success%20Story%20Series

